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Friday 02 May, 2014

Dear Reader,

This week there’s been news of several pirate attacks with the tragic death of a crew member during one such incident. Our thoughts go out to those affected.

Our selection of articles below cover topics ranging from cyber security, to Greenpeace activists creating mayhem again. Read on to keep yourself abreast of the latest and greatest.

Don’t forget to visit our website www.marsecreview.com for many more nuggets of news.

If you have a friend or colleague that would like to receive our newsletter, please forward this email to them with the suggestion that they visit our subscription page.

Have an enjoyable weekend,

Maritime Security Review Team

Catch up on some of this weeks stories:

Do you know which holes could sink your ship?
As shipping companies become more reliant on technology, the number of devices increases and the security surrounding those devices isn’t being addressed.

Greenpeace Russian tanker activists held in Netherlands
Dutch police have boarded a ship belonging to the Greenpeace campaign group and arrested 30 activists who were trying to block a Russian oil tanker from docking in Rotterdam.
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North Korea conducts live-fire drill
North Korea has conducted a live-fire drill near the disputed maritime border, Seoul officials say, but no shells fell in South Korean waters.

Somali Pirates Flee Captured Dhow
On Saturday the master of a dhow spoke of his relief after 6 armed pirates, who had taken his vessel and crew hostage, fled the scene after sightings of an EU Naval Force Spanish maritime patrol and
reconnaissance (MPRA) aircraft.

Military deal tops Philippine agenda
US President Barack Obama has arrived in the Philippines on the final leg of his Asia tour, as the two sides signed a military co-operation deal.
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